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Compared with conventional reservoirs, shale gas reservoirs usually have no natural
productivity or lower productivity, and the rate of production decline is high in the later
stage. The production of shale gas can be effectively improved by designing reasonably
or fracturing. Therefore, it is critical for shale gas reservoir to study how to design proper
parameters to make it effectively developed. Based on data of block-A region of the
Zhejiang gas field, considering the contribution of rock compression to the production,
the productivity formula of horizontal well at different seepage stages is deduced. Data
from block-A are verified by orthogonal experiment, including gas reservoir parameters
and engineering parameters. The results show that the order of reservoir parameters
that affect the development of shale gas is as follows: Langmuir pressure, diffusion
coefficient, cross flow coefficient, and Langmuir volume; the order of engineering
parameters that affect the development of shale gas is as follows: number of
fractures, horizontal section length, production pressure, fractures length, row
spacing, and well spacing. The research results have been applied to the Zhejiang
gas field. The initial rate of decline after adjustment is reduced by 26.08% and
production increases by 17.06% after stabilization compared to wells without
adjustment parameters. The research has important reference significance for the
efficient development of similar gas reservoirs.
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INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development of economy at home and abroad, the demand for coal, oil, and
natural gas resources is increasing (Ma et al., 2020a; Ma et al., 2020b; Milkov et al., 2020). Shale gas is
rich in resources. As a representative of clean energy, shale gas has been widely paid attention to all
over the world and plays an irreplaceable role in solving the current energy problems (Szolucha,
2019; Shu et al., 2020; Solarin et al., 2020; He et al., 2020).

The past 2 decades have borne remarkable progress in our understanding of flowmechanisms and
numerical simulation approaches of shale gas reservoir, and Tao Zhang reviews the flow mechanism
and numerical simulation approaches of shale gas reservoirs in 2018 according to a much larger
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number of publications in recent years (Zhang et al., 2018).
Within the framework of pore network models, it is easy to
highlight the effects of wettability conditions on the transport of
two-phase systems. Tao Zhang conducted a preliminary
investigation on the role of wettability conditions on the flow
of a two-phase system in porous media in 2015 (Zhang et al.,
2015). Tao Zhang presented two Lattice Boltzmann schemes to
model corresponding flow in conventional channels and tight
matrix with very small pores considering gas sorption in shale
reservoirs for the first time in 2019, proved to be efficient and
accurate by reasonable results (Zhang and Sun, 2019). Tao Zhang
proposed a deep learning algorithm to accelerate NVT flash
calculations with capillary pressure for phase behavior
modeling in nanopores and tested it by two reservoir fluid
examples in 2020, driving multiphase flow simulation (Zhang
et al., 2020). Wan andWang et al. found that horizontal wells can
increase shale gas production to a large extent (Wang and Guo,
2019; Wan et al., 2020). Ajayi and Tan et al. found that horizontal
well distance can influence the stress interference effect between
wells that optimal development parameters exist (Ajayi and
Schatzel, 2020; Tan et al., 2020; Tavakkoli et al., 2020).

Horizontal well can increase the surface of gas desorption by
setting the parameters reasonably through using the mutual
interference between the horizontal sections. At present, the
theory is still in the research stage at home and abroad. In
this research, the productivity equations of shale gas
horizontal wells are derived in different percolation stages
based on block-A of the Zhejiang gas field in Sichuan Basin.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Block-A in the Zhejiang gas field of Lower Yangzi area is selected
in this study. Wang and Guo found that the distribution of
Longtan formation in the Permian period is stable (Wang and
Guo, 2019). It is located in the deep-water shelf sedimentary zone
belt of hydrostatic water and anoxic and reducing environment.
Due to the large reservoir thickness, high TOC, content, large

porosity, high brittle mineral content, large brittleness index, and
high gas content, a set of nearly 90 m black organic-rich shale
reservoirs was formed (Ye et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2020; Yin et al.,
2020), as shown in Table 1, and more information about the
region is shown in Supplementary Material.

METHODS

In the process of establishing a productivity model, the assumed
conditions are as follows: ①Shale gas reservoir belongs to dual
media, which contains two kinds of fluids: gas and water phase.
②The water, matrix, fracture, and gas in the reservoir can be
compressed, and they are all constant, without considering the
influence of gravity. ③Due to the decrease of reservoir pressure,
natural gas is desorbed from the matrix at first, then enters the
fracture in the form of diffusion under the action of concentration
difference, and finally enters the wellbore as Darcy flow.④In the

TABLE 1 | Table of A shale gas evaluation parameters in Longtan formation.

Block Gas reservoir Well section (m) Thickness (m) TOC/%

Middle-upper gas layer 2326∼2377 51 0.55∼3.26
1.66

Block-A High-quality gas layer 2377∼2415 38 1.04∼5.89
3.77

Gas layer 2326∼2414 89 0.55∼5.89
2.52

Gas reservoir Porosity/% Brittle mineral/% Total gas content (m3/t)

Middle-upper gas layer 1.77∼7.22
4.43

37.2∼65.6
53.4

1.52∼4.43
3.02

Block-A High-quality gas layer 2.78∼7.08
4.65

31∼70.6
44.82

3.52∼8.85
6.03

Gas layer 1.17∼7.22
4.52

18.4∼70.6
37.3

1.52∼8.85
4.30

Notes:
Minimum ∼ Maximum

Average

FIGURE 1 | Sectional fracturing flow of shale gas horizontal well.
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process of exploitation, the free state and adsorption state of shale
gas are in dynamic equilibrium, and the temperature of the
reservoir keeps invariant.

Sectional Fracturing FlowCharacteristics of
Shale Gas Horizontal Wells
Early linear flow: early linear outflow is the early stage of
segmented fracturing, which means that the gas flows to the
wellbore perpendicular to the direction of the fracture
(Figure 1).

Early radial flow: the radial flow of a single fracture is similar to
the radial flow of the unfractured horizontal well, and the fracture
is equivalent to the horizontal section.

The radial flow front of a single crack continues to advance,
resulting in interfracture interference effect and the emergence of
fracture boundary flow.

Compound linear flow: after the interference of the fracture
boundary, the compound linear flow appears, which is
dominated by the linear flow perpendicular to the horizontal
section and supplemented by the elliptical seepage at both ends
of well.

System radial flow: with the production, when the two flow
scales in the compound linear flow reach the same, the system
radial flow will appear at a distance from the horizontal well.

Steady-State Productivity Formula of
Fractured Horizontal Wells
Single Fracture Productivity Model
Assuming that the length of a horizontal well is L, there are n
clusters of fractures uniformly distributed around the
production well on each fracture. As shown in Figure 2, the
height of the fracture is equal to the thickness of the formation,
and the reservoir is divided into 2n sectors vertically and around
the wellbore. The flow network of each fan is the same (Zheng H.
et al., 2020; Zheng S. et al., 2020; Zheng Y. et al., 2020).

Uo denotes the distance between the constant pressure
boundary and the π line source in the W plane; qi denotes the
output of cracks in No.i of Z plane, m3/s; Pe denotes the pressure
at the supply boundary, MPa; Pw denotes the production
pressure, MPa.

When the number of fracture clusters is 1 (because the fracture
runs through the entire wellbore, so n � 2), the output of a
fracture is (Guo et al., 2019).

q1 � 2πkh(Pe − Pw)
μ ln 2( re

Lf
) (1)

m � qn
q1

�
ln 2 + ln re

Lf
1
n ln 4 + ln re

Lf

(2)

Suppose that the stimulation ratio of n-cluster cracks is m, re/
rw � 104, re/Lf � 50, 20, 10, and n � 4, 6, 8, 12; the calculation
results are as shown in Table 2. It can be seen that when the
number of clusters in each fracture is doubled, the average output
increases by 1.22–1.74%, while when the length of the fracture is
doubled, the average output increases by 2.29–3.13%.

Productivity Model of Fractured Horizontal Well
With the progress of mining, in the process of fracture boundary
flow, when the discharge area between two fractures overlaps, the
seepage field in this area will interfere with each other and reduce
the seepage resistance. Suppose that, in a horizontal well with length
L, there are Nf artificial fractures, the thickness of the reservoir is h,
the length of the fracture is 2Lf, the permeability is K, and the height
of the fracture is equal to the thickness of the reservoir (Figure 3).

When the number of fractures Nf is odd, taking the
intermediate fracture as the x-axis and the wellbore direction
of the horizontal well as the y-axis, the rest of the fractures are
symmetrically distributed on both sides of the x-axis (Figure 4).
Assuming that the distance between the fractures is d, the
longitudinal coordinates of the fractures are 0, ±d, and ±d.

N0 � Nf − 1

2
(3)

d � L

Nf
(4)

According to the potential theory, an n-cluster crack is parallel
to the x-axis, the ordinate is y0, and the yield is qf. The potential
generated by an arbitrary point on the x-y plane (x,y) is φ(x,y).

φ(x, y) � qf
2πh

cosh−1 1�
2

√ ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 + x2

L2
f

+ (y0

Lf
− y

Lf
)2

+

�������������������������⎛⎝1 + x2

L2
f

+ (y0 − y)2
L2
f

⎞⎠2

− 4
x2

L2
f

√√ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
1
2

+C (5)

When the number of cracks is Nf, these cracks will interfere
with each other on the x-y plane. The potential generated is
Φ(x,y) at the point M(x,y).

FIGURE 2 | Distribution map of 2 vertical fractures. (A) Plane Z. (B)
Plane W.

TABLE 2 | The stimulation ratio of fractures.

re
Lf
n 4 6 8 12 Average

50 1.08 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.22%
20 1.10 1.12 1.13 1.15 1.49%
10 1.13 1.15 1.17 1.19 1.74
Average 2.29% 2.72% 3.13% 3.08% —
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Therefore, when the flow between cracks interferes with each
other, the output of a crack is

qf � 2πh(Φe − Φf)
ψ

� 2πkh(Φe − Φf)
μψ

(7)

ψ � ln
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Simultaneous Fracturing Productivity
Model
In the process of shale gas, synchronous fracturing or zipper
fracturing is usually used. By using the interaction of fracture tip

stress and maximizing the opening of fractures, complex fracture
grids can be formed in the reservoir, which corresponds to the
third to fifth stages of the shale gas reservoir percolation stage, as
shown in Figures 1, 5.

Crack Tip Stress Interference
As shown in Figure 6, three horizontal wells are uniformly
distributed in the reservoir, forming a synchronous fracturing
well group. During fracturing, the operation is carried out on
three wells at the same time, making use of the interference
effect caused by fracture tip stress, thus forming a complex
fracture grid in the reservoir, increasing the effect of
reconstruction volume.

According to the above physical model, assuming that the
number of fractures in each horizontal well is Nf and the
output of each fracture is qf, each fracture is regarded as a
point-converge, the No.i fracture of well-2 is taken as the
object, and the stress interference is caused by the No.i
fracture of well-1. The potential of any point M(x,y) in the
formation is

Φ(x, y) � qi
2π

ln r1r2 + C (8)

When the number of fractures in well-1 is Nf, the production
caused by stress interference at the location of fracture No.i in
well-2 is as follows:

qfm � 2πk(Pe − Pw)
μ ln r

Nf
e

Lf∏i−1
i�1

�����������
(2Dm)2+[(i−1)d]2

√ ∏Nf
i

�������������
(2Dm)2+[(Nf−1)d]2

√ (9)

From the above equation, it can be concluded that, with the
increase of distance between two rows, the production increases
gradually and the increment decreases. Therefore, there is an
optimal distance between horizontal wells in the factory
operation.

Stress Interference at Seam End
As shown in Figure 7, the factory diagram of a group of wells
shows that the distance between the fracture ends of two

FIGURE 3 | Diagram of interfracture interference in horizontal wells.

FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagram of interference zone between fractures
by synchronous pressure of shale gas.
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horizontal wells is 2Dn, and the end of each production well is
regarded as a particle. The x-axis is established by the extension
line of the horizontal section of well-2 and well-5, and the y-axis is
established by the middle vertical line between the fracture ends.

The potential of any point N (x,y) caused by the stress
interference of well −4 to well −1 is Φ(x,y).

Φ(x, y) � ql4
2π

ln r1r2 + C (10)

To sum up, in the factory of a group of wells, the production of
any horizontal well caused by the stress interference of
symmetrical wells is (take the intermediate well as an example)

qn � 2πk(Pe − Pw)
μ ln r4e

8Dnlz
�����
D2
n+D2

m

√ (11)

It can be seen from the above formula that, under the condition
that other reservoir parameters remain unchanged, with the
increase of well spacing, the cumulative production of shale gas
increases, while the increment decreases. Therefore, in the design
process of shale gas well spacing, the fracture length and the
distance between fractures in fracturing should be considered.

DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL
MEASUREMENTS

According to the productivity model established in this paper, the
following shale gas fields in block-A of Sichuan Basin are taken as
an example to analyze the factors affecting productivity. The
geological parameters are set in Table 3.

Model Verification
When the effects ofmatrix compression and interwell interference are
not considered, the daily production and cumulative production of
shale gas horizontal well are calculated by using the Eclipse and the
mathematical model established in this paper, respectively. From the
model comparison curve shown in Figure 8, it can be seen that the
simulation errors of themodel established in this paper are lower than
those of the Eclipse, indicating that the model established is reliable
for the simulation of shale gas. Meanwhile, validation was conducted
using data from two other gas fields, and the data and results are
shown in Supplementary Material.

FIGURE 5 | Schematic diagram of synchronous fracture tip interference in horizontal well.

FIGURE 6 | Schematic diagram of crack tip interference.

FIGURE 7 | Schematic diagram of interference effect at fracture end.
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TABLE 3 | Model parameters.

Pressure (MPa) 34 Temperature (K) 354.07

Rock compression coefficient (1/MPa) 1.37 × 10−3 Poisson ratio 0.11–0.29
Diffusion coefficient of gas (m2/day) 4.34 × 10−6 Horizontal section length (m) 900
Well spacing (m) 900 Distance between two rows (m) 1050
Langmuir pressure (MPa) 18.5 Langmuir volume (m3) 10
Matrix porosity (%) 4.87 Pressure coefficient 1.41–1.55
Cross flow coefficient 5 × 10−3 Young modulus (GPa) 23–37
Matrix permeability (mD) 0.25 Fracture permeability (mD) 35

FIGURE 8 | Model contrast curve. (A) Daily output verification results. (B) Cumulative output verification results.

FIGURE 9 | Production of a well under diffusion conditions.
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Sensitivity Analysis of Geological
Parameters
Simulate the influence of Langmuir pressure 8.5–58.5 MPa,
Langmuir volume 0.1–20 m3, diffusion coefficient, and cross
flow coefficient on the production.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the cumulative gas
production of shale gas increases rapidly when the Langmuir
pressure is 8.5–28.5 MPa, the volume is 0.1–5 m3, and the
diffusion coefficient and cross flow coefficient change in
different orders of magnitude, while with the Langmuir
pressure, the volume of Langmuir continues to increase, and

when the diffusion coefficient and cross flow coefficient change
in the same order of magnitude, the increment of shale gas
is small.

Three levels of each factor which have an obvious influence on
the development effect of shale gas reservoir are selected, and nine
schemes are designed by using orthogonal experimental L9 (3

4),
as shown in supplementary information. It can be seen from
Figure 10 that the influence weight of geological parameters on
production is in the following order: Langmuir pressure, cross
flow coefficient, diffusion coefficient, and Langmuir volume. As
the main factor affecting the production of shale gas, the
percentage of the range of Langmuir pressure is the largest,
accounting for 47.85%, and the smallest impact is the volume
of Langmuir, accounting for 6.13%.

Sensitivity Analysis of Engineering
Parameters
By simulating the influence of horizontal length 600～1800 m,
row spacing and well spacing 300～1050 m, production pressure
2～25 MPa, the order of parameters affecting development is
analyzed (Figure 11).

Three levels of each factor which have an obvious influence
on the development effect of shale gas reservoir are selected,
and eighteen schemes are designed by using orthogonal
experimental L18 (37), as shown in supplementary
information. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the influence
of engineering parameters on production is in the following
order: number of fractures, length of horizontal section,

FIGURE 10 | Range analysis of geological sensitivity parameters.

FIGURE 11 | Production of a well under diffusion conditions.
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production pressure, fracture length, row spacing, and well
spacing. The most influential factor is the number of cracks,
accounting for 63.06%, and the engineering factors with the
least impact are row and well spacing, accounting for 3.18 and
1.08%, respectively.

The research has been applied to the Zhejiang oilfield.
Block-A is put into production and synchronous fracturing
is adopted. At the initial stage of exploitation, the output
decreases rapidly, as shown in Figure 13. According to the
research, a test was carried out in the northern part of the
reservoir in 2017. Twelve horizontal wells were deployed. By
the beginning of 2019, the Duong decline method was used to
fit, the initial rate of decline after adjustment is reduced by
26.08%, and production increases by 17.06% after
stabilization compared to wells without adjustment
parameters, which reached the expectation of the scheme,
as shown in Figure 14.

To sum up, based on the geological parameters, combined
with the numerical simulation technology, the parameter
optimization scheme is formulated, which maintains the stable
production of the area, improves the production decline,
improves the gas recovery, and realizes the efficient
development of the field.

DISCUSSION

Different from the production of horizontal wells in
conventional reservoirs, the flow mechanism of shale gas is
complex. Through the numerical simulation, it can be divided
into five flow processes: early linear flow, early radial flow,
fracture boundary flow, compound linear flow, and
radial flow.

When the number of fracture clusters is doubled, the average
output increases 1.22–1.74%; the average output increases
2.29–3.13% when the fracture length is doubled. It can be
seen that, compared with the number of fracture clusters,
fracture length has a greater impact on the development of
shale gas.

Combined with orthogonal experiment, the geological
parameters affecting the development effect of shale gas
reservoir are designed with field data, and the influence order
of various factors is obtained, which is as follows: Langmuir
pressure, cross flow coefficient, fluid diffusion coefficient, and
Langmuir volume.

Combined with orthogonal experiment, the engineering
parameters affecting the development effect of shale gas
reservoir are designed with field data, and the influence
order of various factors is obtained, which is as follows: the
number of fractures, the length of horizontal section,
production pressure, fracture length, row spacing, and well
spacing.

CONCLUSION

The study area is located in the southwest of China, where the
structure is gentle, the margin is supported by faults, and the
direction of the fault anticline is northeast. The dark
carbonaceous mud shale in the lower gas-bearing mud
shale section of the section is mainly deposited in deep-
water shelf, with a low deposition rate, which is conducive
to organic matter enrichment and has a trend of gradually
increasing organic carbon content from top to bottom. The
pore types include inorganic pores, organic pores,
lamellation cracks, and tectonic cracks. The organic pores
tend to develop from top to bottom due to the abundance of
organic matter; the gas content gradually decreases from
bottom to top.

Considering the characteristics of shale gas desorption,
diffusion, and rock compression, the productivity model of
synchronous fracturing horizontal well in shale gas reservoir
is established and its influencing factors are analyzed in this
study. The model was tested with production data from three

FIGURE 12 | Range analysis diagram of engineering sensitivity
parameters results.

FIGURE 13 | Well production in block-A before application.
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reservoirs, the results of calculations without interwell
interference were compared with those of Eclipse, and the
mathematical model developed in the paper showed good
accuracy. If the interwell interference effect between
horizontal wells is considered, the number of artificial
fractures in the early and middle stages of production has
a great influence on the production. The more the number of
artificial fractures, the higher the production of gas wells. The
smaller the crack spacing is, the earlier the interference

between artificial cracks appears and the faster the
medium-term production decline rate is.

In addition, the model has good accuracy in predicting single
well production of shale gas. It is believed that the mathematical
model is a good starting for future research on dual-media theory
in the field of unconventional reservoir, and this theoretical
design is expected to be applied in other simulation methods
for multiphase flow (oil, gas, and water) and multimedia (matrix,
fracture, and cavity) reservoirs.

FIGURE 14 | Well production in block-A after application.
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